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Toward a More Objective Understanding of the Evidence of Carcinogenic Riskl
DeborahG. Mayo
VirginiaPolytechnic Instituteand State University
The field of quantifiedrisk assessment is a new field, only about 20 years old, and
alreadyit is considered to be in a crisis. As Funtowicz and J.R. Ravetz (1985) put it:
The concept of risk in terms of probabilityhas proved to be so elusive, and statistical inference so problematic,thatmany experts in the field have recently either lost
hope of finding a scientific solution or lost faith in Risk Analysis as a tool for decisionmaking. (p.219)
Thus the 'art'of the assessmentof risks ... is at an impasse.The early hopes thatit
could be reducedto a science are frustrated...[O]thersare tendingto introducethe
'human'and 'cultural'factors.The questionnow becomes, to what extent shouldthese
predominate?Wouldit be to the reductionor exclusion of the 'scientific' aspects?For,
...if the perceivedphenomenaof 'risks' areinterpretedas lacking all objectivecontent
or being merely a small partof some total culturalconfiguration,then thereis no basis
for dialogue betweenopposed positionson such problems.(pp.220-221)
The crisis of confidence in this new field comes from two directions:on the one hand
it comes from the generalchallenge of philosophersand others as to whetherthereexist
any objective, rationalrules in science; and on the other hand there are many real cases
where conflicting risk assessments are reachedon the basis of the same data. It will be
useful to consider throughoutan example of such a risk assessmentconflict. I take a
recent case from the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) as to the carcinogenic
potentialof the substanceformaldehyde.On the basis of the very same data, the EPA in
May of 1981 reached a differentand opposite assessmentfrom the one it had reachedin
Septemberof 1981. My aim is to suggest how a more objective understandingof the evidence would help in resolving such a conflict.
I want to emphasizeat the startthatmy approachis distinctfrom those appealsto "objective science"thatdeny the entryof valuejudgmentsin reachingrisk assessments.Rather,my
approachwill be to show thatdespitethe entryof these valuejudgments,it is possible to
unearthwhat the datado anddo not say aboutthe actualextentof the risk involved.
1. Risk Assessment in the Case of Formaldehyde
The termrisk assessment,as I am using it, covers the generationand analysisof datain
orderto characterizethe extent to which an agentcauses an increasein the incidenceof a
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healthcondition,in our case, cancer,in humans,lab animalsor othertest systems. Data
generationin arrivingat risk assessmentsincludesprospectiverandomizedtreatment-control experiments,andretrospectivecase-controlstudies.To examinewhetherformaldehyde
increasesthe risk of cancer,prospectiveexperimentson ratswere conducted.
Epidemiologicalstudieson humans,in contrast,only allowed a retrospectiveanalysisof
cancerratesin variousoccupations.On the basis of the statisticallysignificantincreasesin
rats,the ChemicalIndustryInstituteof
(nasal)canceramongformaldehyde-treated
Toxicology (CIIT)reachedthe assessmentthatformaldehydeis carcinogenicin laboratory
rats andreportedthis to the EPAin Novemberof 1980. A panelof eminentscientistsconvened by the NationalToxicology Programconfirmedthis risk assessment,andconcluded
that"formaldehydeshouldbe presumedto pose a risk of cancerto humans".(See Hearing2,
p. 191.) The lengthy documentdetailingthe formaldehyderisk assessmentwas entitledthe
"PriorityReview Level 1" (PRL-1)datedFebruary,1981.
Risk assessments form the basis of risk evaluations and management.These involve
assessing how substantivelyimportanta risk is and what should be done about it.3 This
requiresan explicit considerationof social, ethical, and economic considerations(e.g.,
against what level of risk should the public be protected?and what form should this control take?) The evaluationthe EPA staff reachedwas thatformaldehydeshould be designated as a prioritychemical underthe EPA provision known as 4(f). To quote from the
Federal Register notice:
[T]he Agency finds thatthere may be a reasonablebasis to conclude that
formaldehydepresents a significantrisk of widespreadharmto humansfrom cancer. (FederalRegister,May 1981, pp.5-6.)
This last sentenceis importantbecausetriggeringstatute4(f) requiresonly thattheremay be
a reasonablebasis to concludethata significantriskexists, andnot thatthereis a reasonable
basis for such a conclusion.In itself 4(f) does not call for any regulation.It is simply a call
for closer scrutinybasedon an indicationthattheremay be a significantcancerrisk.
All of this was in 1980 and early 1981. Then there was a change in Administration;
the Reagan administrationentered,and along with it a new EPA Administrator(Ms.
Gorsuch) and some new staff. In fact, formaldehydewas the first 4(f) recommendation
broughtbefore the new Administratorfor signing. Insteadof signing it membersof the
new EPA staff carriedout a reassessmentof the hazarddata in the PRL-1. The new and
revised version of the data became the TodhunterMemorandum,Dr. Todhunterbeing a
new EPA Assistant Administrator.Some of the changes included blatanterasuresof the
highest risk estimates that had been given in the PRL-1. (See Hearing, pp. 349-365.)
There are other,less blatantchanges in the reassessment.Most significant was
Todhunter'sdeemphasisof the positive rat studies and his emphasis of the negative epidemiological studies. Todhunterconcludes, for example,
There does not appearto be any relationship,based on the existing data base on
humans,between exposure [to formaldehyde]and cancer.Real humanrisk could
be consideredto be low on such a basis. (Hearing, p. 260)
This hazardreassessmentwas then given as the basis of a changed hazardevaluation.On
Sept. 11, 1981 the EPA staff recommendationto designate formaldehydeas a 4(f) priority
chemical was reversed and the opposite hazardevaluationwas made. (See Hearing,
pp.192-193.) Whetheror not this shift in hazardassessment was justified was the subject
of enormouscontroversy.It led to a congressionalhearingon formaldehyde,which I refer
to throughoutas Hearing.4
The suspicion which led to these hearingswas thatthe agency was alteringthe widely
acceptedstandardsfor carcinogenicrisk assessment,and thatit was doing so in orderto
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garner"expertscientific support"for furtheringthe aim of anti-regulation.One of the main
reasons for this suspicion was thatthe new Administrationdid not base its decision against
a 4(f) designationon any new databeyond the PRL-1 documentwhich had been the basis
for the original, and opposite, recommendation(though,as mentioned,it did conceal some
evidence supportinga 4(f) designation).Rather,the new Administrationproceededto hold
a series of secret meetings restrictedonly to certainscientists and lawyers from the
FormaldehydeInstitute,the FormaldehydeTradeAssociation and EPA staff. In these
meetings they reinterpretedthe data and, withoutthe usual peer review, came to the opposite conclusion thanthat endorsedby numerouseminent scientists and agencies. As one
attorneywith the NaturalResourcesDefense Council (Dr.Warren)put it:
There are no new data to supportthe reversal,only a reinterpretationwhich has been
advocatedby and is quite favorableto the interestsof the formaldehydeindustry.
Those new assumptions,as we have heard,departradicallyfrom acceptedprinciples
of cancer risk assessment.... In our view, this has been an effort to get the
Governmentoff the back of the formaldehydeindustry.(Hearing, p. 188)
The disagreementwas not about the level of risk requiredbefore triggering4(f) i.e.,
for judging that a substancemay pose a significantor serious humanrisk. Todhunter
maintainsthat he was holding the same range of risk which agencies have tended to deem
of public concern.5Nevertheless, on the same evidence, differentconclusions are
reached. If going from data to risk assessments was a matterof applying a single universally accepted best method, then this difference in resulting assessmentcould not occur.
That disagreementdoes occur shows there is no such algorithmfor risk assessment. The
fact that assessments are neverthelessreachedis typically taken as groundsto conclude
thatextra-scientific,cultural,social, ethical or other contextualvalues must be entering.
For some, this conclusion shows that somethingis wrong and thatwe need to try to avoid
or somehow neutralizethe entry of non-scientific interests.In the formaldehydecasewhich came at a time during which such politicization at the EPA was rampant-this attitude resulted in the above mentioned hearingto determineif the EPA was alteringthe
standardsfor carcinogenicrisk assessment. Later,the National Academy of Sciences
issued a reportstressing the need to separatethe science of assessment from the social
and policy values that enter at the level of risk management(National Research Council).
But a growing body of risk literaturequestions the possibility that scientific risk assessment can ever be free of the policy values appropriateto risk management.To this group,
policy in science is not a violation, but ratheris inevitable. However, there are very different groundsfor reaching such a view, and it is importantto separatethem.
2. The Sociological Relativist View
On one set of views, which I will call the sociological relativist view, scientific risk
assessment-indeed science generally-is inevitably a productof, if not entirely constructedfrom-socio-cultural values. An example is the influential socio-culturaltheory
of risk assessment of Douglas and Waldavsky.According to Douglas and Waldavsky:
The risk assessors offer an objective analysis.We know thatit is not objective so long
as they aredealing with uncertaintiesandoperatingon big guesses. They slide their
personalbias into the calculationsunobserved.(Douglas andWaldavsky1980, p.80)
Risk assessment, on their view, is totally determinedby socially constructedmethods and
judgments; they are social constructs.This view provides an explanationof conflicting
risk assessments in terms of the differentpolicy judgments and competing 'world-views'
of different assessors.
Grantedone can find competing political intereststo explain the conflicting risk
assessments in the case of formaldehyde-as searchingthe fascinating testimony shows.
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The EPA and Todhunterwere influenced by the political commitmentto anti-regulation,
and one can explain the TodhunterMemo, as one attorneyarguedand as we have already
noticed, as "aneffort to get the Governmentoff the back of the formaldehydeindustry"
(Hearing, p. 188). Likewise, in defense of Todhunterone witness (Mr.Walker)maintained that the opposition were "a few disgruntledemployees of the EPA who [simply
because they want to place formaldehydeunder4(f)] feel justified in waging guerrilla
warfareagainst the Agency and those in positions of authority"(Hearing, p.4).
But however well a story about backgroundinterests,social values, and negotiation
may explain a risk assessment, and however much our assessmenttools are productsof
social beings and institutions,the question whetheror not a risk assessmentis warranted
is not a matterof social values; it is a matterof what the risk actuallyis. Sociological relativists are led to consider "objective"physical risks either unattainableor unimportant.
However, they hold an overly stringentconceptionof objectivity-one that is precluded
by the need to make inferences underuncertaintywithout algorithms.Such relativists
consider the entry of any and all judgmentssubjectiveand biased; as we saw in the quote
from Douglas andWaldavsky.
3. Risk Assessment Policy (RAP) and RAP Relativism
While the sociological challengeto objectivitymay be counteredby denying thatobjectivity requiresneutralalgorithmsor freedomfrom uncertainty,thereis a differentbasis for
challengingthe objectivityof risk assessments-one which does not turnon an overly narrow conceptionof objectivityanddoes not deny the importanceor possibilityof measuring
physical risks.This second view stems from the natureof the judgmentsand decisions that
arerequiredin orderto carryout risk assessmentestimates.For example,one must decide
what datato collect, how largea samplesize to take,what levels of reliability(e.g., statistical significance)to use, how to weigh studieswith differentresults(e.g. whetherthey
shouldbe weighed accordingto statisticalpower), whatmodels shouldbe used to extrapolate from animalsto humans,etc. Because thesejudgmentsinvolve choices with no
unequivocalscientific answers-at least at present-and since these choices have policy
implications,they are intertwinedwith policy. Thus they arenot just a matterof objective
science. Thesejudgmentsmay be called risk assessmentpolicy (RAP)judgments.
The view thatrisk assessmentis necessarily entwined with policy because of the
inevitability of making RAP judgmentsmay be called RAP relativism-to distinguishit
from other more extreme relativisticviews (e.g., sociological relativism). Among the first
to articulatea version of RAP relativismwas Alvin Weinberg,who placed what I am calling RAP judgments underhis term trans-science-"questions which can be asked of science and yet which cannot be answeredby science" (1972, p.209). Now the view is fairly
widespread.A congressionalreportfrom the NationalAcademy of Science in 1983,
which resultedfrom the suspicion that agency science was being politicized (e.g., as representedby the formaldehydecase), offers a very useful delineationof over 50 junctures
at which RAP judgments enter in the course of making risk assessments.6Carl Cranor
has recently provideda clear statementof what I am calling RAP relativism in regardsto
the judgmentsrequiredin specifying methodsof risk estimation:
[T]he supposedlyobjective scientific studies used for estimatingrisks to human
health...areconsiderablymore controversialand political thanmost people think.
...a wise and conscientious scientist with perfect test data cannot help but make
moral and policy judgmentsin orderto interpretan epidemiology study and to produce the risk numbersthat are the outcome.......the moral and policy judgments
are forced by the statisticalequationsthemselves and the choice of variables
employed in them.7 (Cranor1987)
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The basis for Cranor'sallegation is thateach RAP choice has policy implications. That is,
each choice influences the chance that the substancewill be considereda significant risk
to humans;in other words, it affects the protectivenessof the risk assessment.
The conflicting assessments in the formaldehydecase stem from differentchoices of
RAP options. In particular,while the CIITreportand the PRL-1 accordedhigh weight to
the positive animal results and denied that negative epidemiological studies warranted
concluding no increasedhumanrisk, the TodhunterMemo did just the reverse. The
TodhunterMemo deemphasizedthe positive rat studies and-most importantly-took the
negative epidemiological studies to indicate low increasedhumanrisk or none.8 And the
reason a result was considerednegative was itself a result of a particularchoice of statistical analysis-also a RAP judgment. With an EPA purgedof scientists save those tending to favor anti-regulation,there was plenty of leeway for the Agency to consistently
choose the inference option least likely to have a protectiveoutcome. Under the guise of
demandingstringentscientific evidence, these policy choices made it extremely unlikely
that a substancewould be claimed to pose a significant humanrisk. In contrast,those
who endorsed the original PRL-1 made a more protectiveRAP choice. On the RAP relativist account, therefore,the conflicting risk assessmentresults from the difference in the
view of those concerned as to how protectiveregulationsshould be; it is a policy conflict.
Although RAP relativism is less threateningto objectivity than sociological relativism
and sociological reductionism,it sharessome of the same implications for risk assessment. First, it implies thatrisk assessmentjudgments (at least where there is uncertainty)
inevitably reflect policy judgments, and risk assessmentdisagreementslargely reflect disagreementsabout policy -including moral, social, economic or other values typically
considered "non-scientific".Thus, science is given little role in an unbiasedadjudication
of disagreementsover risk assessments. If interpretingscientific results is necessarily colored by social and political contexts, it is impossible for science to provide risk assessment oversight that is fully objective.
Second, if it is truethatin reachinga risk assessment(basedon RAPjudgments)one
cannothelp makingan ethicalchoice abouthow protectiveone shouldbe, then it does not
seem thatrisk assessmentis an appropriatebusinessfor scientists.After all, scientistsare
not elected to make social policy choices aboutacceptablerisk. (It was precisely the fact
thatEPA scientistswere guilty of politicallymotivatedassessmentsthatled many to decry
the politicizationof EPA science duringthe time of the formaldehydereassessment.)If risk
assessmentjudgmentsarepolicy judgments,then dealing with the uncertaintiesinvolved in
RAP choices should be performedby policy makersandethicists,not scientists.
However, such a practiceallows policymakersto fall into all mannerof misinterpretations of the assessmentevidence. (See, for example, Silbergeld.)If RAPjudgmentsare
made by non-scientistpolicymakers,they aredivorcedfrom the originalissues and uncertaintiesunderlyingthe differentrisk estimates.At the same time, the scientistis limitedto
presentingpossible RAP choices, but is involved neitherin makingthem nor in bringing
out the implicationsfor protectiveness.For example,if the scientific work ends afterreporting two possible estimatesthatmay be used, say, a maximumlikelihoodestimateand an
upper95% confidence bound,then the scientistwill not be aroundto explain how far off
each of these estimatesis likely to be from the actualrisk and why. This permitsthe assessor to make the final choice (e.g.,aboutwhich estimateto use) withoutacknowledgingwhat
standardof protectivenesshe is effectively requiringin choosing a given option (e.g., that
the maximumlikelihoodestimateis less protectivethanthe upper95% confidence bound).
Withoutinvestigatingfurtherthe consequencesof RAP relativismhere,10I want to consider whetherthe need to make decisions in applyingstatisticalrisk assessmentmethods
really does have this relativisticconsequence-i.e., the consequencethatinterpretingresults
necessarilyrequirespolicy judgments.I shall arguethatthis conclusion may be avoided.
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It may be admittedthatthe conflicting assessmentof formaldehydeis explainableby
different(more and less protective)choices of RAP options (i.e., whetheror not to accord
higherweight to the positive animalresultsthanto the negative epidemiologicalstudies).
But this would not lead to RAP relativismunless adjudicatingbetween them is itself relative to a stance on how protectivewe should be. I shall argueit is not so relative. Granted,
therewill be latitudefor choice among possible RAP options. Grantedalso thateach
choice has a policy implication-influencing the likelihoodthat a substancewill be judged
to pose a significanthazardto humanhealth.Nevertheless,this does not precludeobjective scrutinyas to whethera given assessmentis warrantedby the evidence. Whether
given evidence warrantsa given risk estimateis a matterof scientific not social acceptability-that is, it is a questionof how well the inferredestimatereflects what is really the
case aboutthe causal effect of the substancein question.The latitudein choosing RAP
options does not precludethe objective scrutinyneeded to answerthis question.
Focusing on the RAP judgmentsinvolved in interpretingstatisticaltests, I shall argue
thatrisk estimates are necessarily policy judgmentsonly undermisuses of the statistical
tests involved-ones which, unfortunately,are encouragedby the mannerin which tests
are often formulatedand taught.
4. Neyman-Pearson(NP) Tests
The type of statisticaltest standardlyused in reachingrisk assessments is the
Orthodoxor Neyman-Pearsontest (NP test), often in combinationwith Fisheriansignificance tests. The test considers hypotheses, typically assertionsabout a propertyof some
population:a parameter. In the formaldehydecase, the hypotheses are assertionsabout
the parameterwhich I will call A, the increasedcancer risk in the population-humans.
The NP test splits the possible parametervalues into two: one representingthe test (or
null) hypothesisH, the other the set of alternativehypothesesJ. The test hypothesis H in
the formaldehydecase asserts thatformaldehydedoes not cause an increase in a person's
risk of dying from cancer of a give type. That is, it asserts thatthereis a 0-increase in the
hazardrate, i.e., A = 0 . The alternativehypothesesassert thatformaldehydecauses a positive increase, i.e., A > 0. Since here one is looking for positive discrepanciesfrom 0, this
is a one-sided test, which I call test T+:
TestT +: Test(null) hypothesisH assertsA = 0 (no increasedrisk)11
AlternativehypothesisJ asserts A > 0 (a positive increasedrisk).
The test considers a test statistic that describes an aspect of the outcome of interest.One
statisticin testing formaldehydeis D, the differencein cancerrates between the subjects
exposed and those unexposed to formaldehyde:
TestStatistic D: the difference in cancerrates between the subjectsexposed and those
unexposed to formaldehyde.
Correspondingto each observed differenceis its level of statisticalsignificance, defined
as follows:
The Statistical Significance Level of an ObservedDifference Dobsis the probabilitywith
which so large a difference arises assuming the null hypothesisH is true,i.e.,
Prob(D > Dobs,given that H is true).
A good way to see significance levels is as standardmeasuresof distance from H, except
with this inversion:the larger(and more significant)the distance, the smaller its significance level.
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An NP test consists of a rule which specifies, before the observationis made, how statistically significant (i.e., how improbablyfar) an observed difference must be before it
should be taken to reject H. The maximumsignificance level chosen beyond which Dobs
is taken to reject H is called the size of the test, and is denoted by a. Thus, test T+ with
size a consists of the following rule:
TestT+ with size a: Reject H if and only if observed difference Dobsis statistically
significant at level a.
Observed differences which are not large enough to reach this preset size are taken to
accept H. In this way the test maps the possible outcomes-the sample space-into either
reject H (and accept J) or accept H. The partitioningthatresults from the test is illustrated
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below:
As long as there is variabilityin the effect (e.g., not all who are exposed get cancer,
and not all who get cancer are exposed), and as long as only a sample from the population
is observed, there is a chance the test will make an error.Two types of errorsare considered: First, the test leads to reject H (accept J) even thoughH is true (the Type I error);
second, the test leads to accept H althoughH is false (the Type II error).A test with size
a rejects H when in fact H is true-i.e., it commits a Type I error-with probabilityno
more than a. The smaller the test's size a, the less frequentthe Type I error.But by making a smaller the test suffers an increase in the frequencywith which it accepts H even
when in fact H is false (and so should be rejected)-i.e., an increase in the frequencyof a
Type II error.The probabilityof a Type II erroris denoted by 13.a and 13are the test's
errorprobabilities:
ErrorProbabilities:a is the probabilityof an erroneousrejectionof H (Type I error);
B13,
the probabilityof an erroneousacceptanceof H (Type II error).
Since these two errorprobabilitiescannot be simultaneouslyminimized, the NP
model instructsone to first fix a, the size of the test, at some small number,such as .05 or
.01. (In other words, the test is specified so as to ensure it is very improbablefor the test
to reject H when the hypothesis H is true.) One then seeks out the test which at the same
time has a smallB13.1 - B is the correspondingpower of the test. Because in our case alternative hypothesis J contains more than a single value of the parameter,i.e, it is composvaries accordingto which alternativein J is assumed true.The "best"
ite, the value ofB13
NP test of a given size a (if it exists) is the one which at the same time minimizes the
value of 13(i.e., the probabilityof type II errors)for all possible values of A underthe
alternativeJ. I shall refer to a specific simple alternativehypothesis as J:A= A'.
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We have now to ask: Are test specificationsmattersof policy values?
The test's errorprobabilities,a and B, are objective in that they refer, not to subjective
degrees of belief, but to relative frequenciesof errorin sequences of applications
(whethersimilaror dissimilar)of a given experimentaltest.12And NP tests are objective
in the sense thatthey control the errorprobabilitiesof tests regardlessof what the true,
but unknown,value of A is. However, the errorprobabilityspecifications themselves go
beyond the objective formalismof NP tests. As Neyman and Pearsonnote:
From the point of view of mathematicaltheory all that we can do is to show how
the risk of the errorsmay be controlledand minimized.The use of these statistical
tools in any given case, in determiningjust how the balance should be struck,must
be left to the investigator.(Neyman andPearson 1933, p. 146)
As a result,NP tests were developedin a certaindecision theoreticframeworkwhere
therewould be a clearbasis for the test specifications.Neymancalled the resultingtheory
of tests an objectivetheoryof inductivebehavior.Here tests are formulatedas mechanical
rules or "recipes"for reachingone of two possible decisions:"actas if H were true"or "act
as if H were false", accordingto whetherH is acceptedor rejected.Such "machinery"produces automaticacceptanceor rejectionof H. For example,rejectingH in our formaldehyde case may be associatedwith a decision to trigger4(f). For each decision therearecertain losses andcosts associatedwith actingon it when in fact H is true.By consideringsuch
consequencesthe scientistis, presumably,able to specify the risks he can "afford".(It is
imaginedthatthe scientistfirst specifies caas the maximumfrequencywith which he feels
he can affordto rejectH erroneously,and then seeks to minimizethe value of B.)
However, this opens the door to the RAP relativist'sconcern. For such considerations
of consequences-in our case social, ethical,andeconomic-are clearly policy matters;
so it appearsthat specifying a test is tantamountto making a policy decision-just as the
RAP relativists contend. But if the domain of a scientist is objectively finding out what is
the case as opposed to setting policy goals, then he does not seem to be in the position of
making the needed test specifications.And if he is left to make these value judgments,
the results necessarilyreflect, not just what is the case aboutthe cause, but what he
believes about when a substanceought to be regulated-e.g., placed under4(f)-and that
is precisely the RAP relativist allegation.If this is true, then it is impossible for an assessment to be wholly objective-where by "objective"I mean reflecting what is the case
about the risk and not one's policy preferences.
How are we to avoid this conclusion and with it the charge thatrisk assessors necessarily make ethical and policy decisions in reachingand interpretingrisk estimates?The
answer is to be found in rejecting the automaticuse of tests where the null hypothesis is
accepted or rejected accordingto whetherthe preset significance level is reached,without
any reflection on the evidential meaning of the specific observed result.
It is worth noting that the threatto objectivitycaused by the automaticuse of NP tests
has been recognized since the tests were first advancedin the 1930's-most notably by
R.A. Fisher.While Fisher's ideas formed the basis of NP tests, by couching them in a
behavioral-decisionframeworkhe felt Neyman and Pearsonhad given up the ideal of
objectivity in science. AlthoughEgon Pearson,one of the co-foundersof NP tests,
respondedto Fisher, as did others who reject the automaticuse of statisticaltests,13these
automaticuses and the misinterpretationsthey encourageare still problematicenough in
epidemiology to have given rise to a recent movementin thatfield to "cleanse its literature"of statisticaltests and axvalues altogether.(Fleiss 1986, p.559. See also Walker
1986.) The misinterpretationswhich have led to this are: automaticallyequatingrejections of H (statisticallysignificantdifferences)with finding substantivelyimportantdis-
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crepancies from H, and failures to rejectH with finding 0 or unimportantdiscrepancies.
However, the alternativemethods recommended(confidence intervals) are open to analogous automaticuses. To avoid misinterpretationswe need a more objective understanding
of the statisticalresults, which I shall now consider.
4. A More Objective Understandingof NP StatisticalTests
a. UnderstandingRejections of H:
Ideally, the policy question of what counts as a substantivelyimportantincrease in
cancer risk is answeredat the start,so thatthe test may be specified in orderto have
appropriatelyhigh probabilitiesof detecting all and only those increases. Substantively
importantincreases in the formaldehydecase are those increases in cancer risk deemed
serious enough to trigger4(f)-a policy judgment.However, regardlessof how the test
has been specified, whetherbased on policy or other values, knowledge of the test's error
probabilities,I claim, allows interpretingobjectively what the data do and do not indicate
about the increasedrisk-i.e, about A.
What is the objective importof a rejectionof hypothesisH (a positive result) in the
context we are considering?The properconstrualof a rejectionof our test hypothesis H
of 0-increase is an assertionto the effect that:"This test detected an increase A of at least
such and such". The task is to determinethe approximatelower bound for A.
To accomplish this, consider how one interpretsa failing test score on an (academic or
physical) exam. If it is known that such a score frequentlyarises when a subject'sknowledge is deficient only to a given degree, say 6, then one would deny that such a rejection
indicated the existence of a deficiency in excess of 6. For example, suppose a student
obtains a failing score on an examination.But suppose such a failing score arises very
frequentlyamong studentswho have a deficiency 8 of only 10%of the materialbeing
tested (i.e.,they know 90% of the material).Then such a failing score is not good grounds
to infer that the studenthas a deficiency, say, of 40% (i.e., that he or she knows only 60%
of the material).Such a test is too severe for thatinference. The situationis analogous in
interpretingstatisticaltests, and the reasoningcan be made precise in what we may term
the severityfunction.
Let us focus on the test T+ used in our formaldehydeexample. The test result is a difference in risk rates, Dobs.For any hypothesized value of the increasedrisk one can ask:
what is the probabilityof a difference as large as Dobs,if in fact some hypothesizedvalue
A' were the true increasedrisk? I call the answerto this question the severity of observed
difference Dobs against an increase A':
The severity of observed difference Dobsagainst the alternativehypothesis that A = A'
equals the Prob(sucha large difference, given thatA = A')
i.e.,Prob(D 2 Dobs,given thatA = A')
for A'rangingrangingover the possible values of the parameterA. By "sucha largedifference" I mean one as largeas or largerthanthe one observed,Dobs.(Note thatfor the case
whereA' = 0, the severityof the differenceequalsits significancelevel.) The higherthe test's
severityagainstpositive values of A',the higherits chanceto detectA' (by rejectingH).
We can discriminatebetween legitimate and illegitimate construalsof a statistical
result by considering the values of the severity function for various values of A in the
parameterspace. For the same reasons we noted in our examinationanalogy above, a
rejection of H only indicates thatthe increase A exceeds some value A', if it is improbable
thatA' broughtabout so large an observed difference. This may be formulatedas the following rule for understandingrejections, [RR]:
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[RR]:A T+ rejectionwith observed differenceDobsindicates that A > A' to the extent that
so large a difference is improbablewere A no greaterthanA'-i.e.,to the extent that
the severity of Dobsagainst the hypothesisthat A = A' is low.
So reasonablelower bounds are alternativehypotheses (i.e., positive A-values) against
which the observed difference has low severity.
Out of a desire to obtain a test with high severity againstan alternativeof interest,say
A', it has sometimes been suggested (e.g., by Cranor)that the test's size (i.e., the a level
requiredto reject H) be raised. The above reasoning should make clear why such a suggestion fails to accomplish its aim. While the resultingtest (with raised a) may now classify a previously negative result as one significantenough to reject H, thatrejectionwill
not indicate the existence of the increaseof interest.The reason stems from the following
consequence of rejectionrule (RR):
(From [RR]) Dobsis a poor indicationthatA exceeds A' if a difference as large as Dobs
would occur frequentlyeven if A were no greaterthan A'.
Note thatif we choose a small size, the test's severity against0 is low. So the reason one
wants a small size (in a non-automaticuse of tests) is not the desire for low long-runfrequency of error,but the desire thateach particular rejectionof the null hypothesis warrantsinferringthat the increase exceeds 0. Otherwisethe result is misleading.
b. UnderstandingFailuresto Reject H (i.e., Acceptances of H):
The problemin the formaldehydeconflict was not the interpretationof the positive rat
studies (where hypothesisH was rejected),but the interpretationof the negative epidemiological ones (where H was not rejected).This problem-how to interpretnegative statistical results-is one thatparticularlyplagues epidemiologicalstudiesfor estimatingcancer
risk. For here sample sizes are typically small relativeto incidencerates of the cancerin
question.Even the best epidemiologicalstudiescan rarelydetect increasesin cancerrisk
of less than 1 in 10 (one additionalcancerper 10 individuals),while smallerincreases are
typically of interest.(See, Hearing, p.763 and the studyreportedin Freimanet. al., 1978.)
One of the main questions that was raised at the formaldehydehearingswas this: Do
the failures to reject the hypothesis H of 0-increaseindicate that thereis little or no risk?
The many scientists and organizationsendorsingthe PRL-1 document say no. Indeed,
Todhunter'sown epidemiologist on the staff responsiblefor this work wrote:
Before leaving [the EPA], I would again like to emphasize thatthe available epidemiologic data from studies on formaldehydeexposure are inconclusive and not
supportiveof no association, as purportedby the formaldehydeInstitute.
(Hearing, p. 137, emphasis added)
But Todhunterand the FormaldehydeInstitutesay yes, claiming:
There is a limited but suggestive epidemiological base which supportsthe notion
that any humanproblemswith formaldehydecarcinogenicitymay be of low incidence or undetectable....[The ranges of risks] are of from low priorityto no concern... .(Hearing, p.253)
Considera study that was cited in defense of the Todhunterinterpretation(Hearing,
pp.137-138). In a mortalitystudy of Du Pont workers,the relativerisk of dying from cancer among those in the study exposed to formaldehydewas not statisticallysignificantly
greaterthan among those not so exposed: the null hypothesisH was not rejected.14Du
Pont concluded that
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...thedatasuggestedthatcancermortalityratesin the company'sformaldehydeexposed
workerswere no higherthanthe ratesamongnonexposedworkers.(Hearing,p.284)
They are inferring,in otherwords, thatthe increasedrisk A equals 0. The errorin such
an interpretationis this: Failureto reject the null hypothesisof 0-increasedrisk is not the
same as having positive evidence thatthe increasedrisk is 0. For such negative results may
be common (i.e., probable)even if the underlyingincreasein risk is greaterthan 0. In fact,
the Du Pont study had a very small chance of rejectingnull hypothesisH (i.e., of havingH
"fail the test")even were the actualincreasein risk to exceed 0 by substantialamounts.
For example, the Du Pont study had only a 4% chance of rejectingH, even if therewere a
twofold increasein cancerof the pharynxor of the larynxin those exposed to formaldehyde. Thus, failing to rejectH does not rule out twofold increasesin these types of cancers. The situationwas even worse with nasal cancers and not much betterwith the others.
This is indicatedin the following chartadaptedfrom a review of the Du Pont study by the
National Institutefor OccupationalSafety and Health (NIOSH) (Hearing, p.549):
# of cases

Lung
181

Pharynx
7

Larynx
8

Power to Detect
Odds Ratio = 2*

37%

4%

4%

Least Significant
Odds Ratio Detectable**

2.9

57.5

42.5

* Assumes a = .05
(1 tail)
** Assumes o = .05 (1 tail) and Power (1-13) = .80

Although I recommendinterpretingtests by consideringthe severity function rather
than the usual NP power function as employed in this chart,this does not alter the present
point because high power entails high severity.15
More generally,failing to reject H does not rule out increases as large as A', if there is
a small probabilityof rejectingH even if the increasedrisk were as large as A' (i.e., even
if the severity against A' is low). All of this follows very familiarreasoning. If we are
unlikely to hear a fire alarm(to get a rejectionof H) even if there is a bad fire, then not
hearingthe alarmis not groundsfor thinkingthere is no fire.
While a failure to reject does not indicate that the increase is 0, it does permit an inference about the likely upper bound of the unknownincrease A. That is to say, a failure to
reject H provides reason to say "the data provide good groundsthat the increasedrisk is
no greaterthan such and such (upperbound)".To find plausible upperbounds requires
determiningthe extent of risk increase that with high probabilitywould have resultedin a
rejection of H, i.e, the increase against which the observed difference had high severity.
In the Du Pont study, the test had a high probability(.8) of rejectingH, if the risk of cancer of the larynx were 42 times higher among exposed thanunexposed workers.Hence a
failure to reject H does indicate that the actualincreasedrisk is not as high as 42-fold.
(This follows from the fact that if the test has high power against an alternative,it has
high severity against it.)
This leads to a general rule for understandingan acceptanceof H with respect to test
T+ (converting talk of ratios to differences)rule [RA]:
[RA]: A T+ acceptancewith observeddifferenceDobsindicatesthatthe actualincreased
risk A is less thanA'to the extent thata largerdifferencewould be probable,were the
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increaseas greatas A'-i.e., to the extent thatthe severityof Dobsagainstthe hypothesis that A = A' is high.
So reasonableupperbounds are risk increases (A-values)that yield high severity values.
Correspondingly,the smaller the test's severity againstA', the less well a T+ acceptance
indicates that A < A'.
As indicatedon the chartabove, the Du Pont study had a fairly good chance (80%) of
detecting a 3-fold increase in the relative risk of lung cancer,and a 57-fold increase in the
risk of cancer of the pharynx.So, even ignoring some methodologicaldifficulties with the
study,its negative statisticalresults at most indicate that the various cancers are no more
than 3 or 57, etc. times as likely among workersexposed to formaldehyde.They clearly
do not warrantthe conclusion reachedby Du Pont and others, thatthe study supportsthe
claim of no increase in (relative)cancerrisk among formaldehydeworkers.The study
does not even supportthe claim of low increasedrisk, given what Todhunterhimself
claimed the EPA counted as low.
We can summarizeinformallythe interpretationof both positive and negative results
in terms of what a differenceDobsindicates:
[RR]: An observed difference (in incidence rates) Dobsonly indicates that the increased
risk (in the population),i.e., A, exceeds those values that would rarelyhave resulted
in so large an observed difference.
[RA]: An observed difference (in incidence rates) Dobsonly indicates the nonexistence of
those populationrisk increases (A values) that would frequentlyhave resultedin a
larger observed difference.
But how, it might be asked, should"rarely"and "frequently"be specified? We can get
a feel for the increase indicatedby using benchmarkssuch as .9 or .95 for very frequent,
and .1 or .05 for rare.But by interpretingtests along the lines suggested in [RR] and [RA]
the use of statisticaltests should no longer be a matterof pre-specifiederrorprobabilities
altogether.Insteadwe can understandwhat the actualresultDobsindicates more or less
well by calculating all (or several) of the upperand lower bounds for differentdegrees of
severity.This would yield severity curves. (While each pair of upperand lower bounds of
a given degree of severity is mathematicallyequivalentto formulatingthe confidence
intervalat the correspondinglevel of confidence, the difference is thatnot all values within the intervalare treatedon par.It most closely correspondsto forming a series of confidence intervals,one for each confidence level.16)
The criticism of the EPA assessmentwas based on the reasoningincorporatedin the
rule for interpretingacceptances,i.e., rule [RA]. A numberof scientists concluded that
"in orderto justify its failure to addressformaldehydeunder4(f)...EPA has rewrittenboth
the science and the law." (Hearing, p.195). (See also Ashford,et.al., 1983). Because of
the criticisms of the science underlyingthe EPA risk assessment,the EPA ultimatelydid
place formaldehydeunderthe 4(f) category in 1985.
5. Conclusion
The conflict in the formaldehydeexample, we said, arose from a difference in RAP
judgment. By means of the above understandingof the actualextent of risk indicatedby a
statisticaltest result, one can determinethe protectivenessof a given RAP judgment. It
allows one to answer the question:accordingto the standardbeing required,what extent
of risk must be fairly clearly indicatedbefore it is taken as groundsthatthere may be a
significant humanrisk? It allowed critics to ascertainthat-contrary to what Todhunter
maintained-the Todhunterassessmentreflected a change in the standardrequiredfor
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triggering4(f). Thus, even grantingthat the judgmentsrequiredin reaching statistical
assessments may reflect policy values, conventions, etc., I have argued,it does not follow
that the task of evaluating whethera given risk assessment is warrantedby the evidence
need also be infected with subjectivepolicy values. This task is an empiricalone thatmay
often be accomplishedobjectively, in the sense of reflecting what is actually the case
regardingthe risk, regardlessof what anyone thinks is or ought to be the case.

Notes
1A portion of this researchwas carriedout duringtenureof a National Endowmentfor
the HumanitiesFellowship for College Teachers;I gratefullyacknowledge that support.I
would like to thankMarjorieGrene for numeroususeful comments on earlierdrafts.
2Formaldehyde:Review of the ScientificBasis of EPA'sCarcinogenicRisk
Assessment. Hearing Before the Subcommitteeon Investigationsand Oversightof the
Committeeon Science and Technology,U.S. House of Representatives,May 20, 1982.
All pages in parenthesesfollowing Hearing refer to this report.
3This delineation of risk assessment and risk managementis in accordancewith such
documents as National Research Council,Risk Assessmentin the Federal Government:
Managing the Process. Otheruses of "riskassessment",in contrast,take it to include risk
management.
4See Note 2.
5Carcinogensmay be consideredproblematicif they increase the risk of cancer by 1
case in 10,000 or 1 case in 1,000.
6NationalResearch Council (pp.29-33). My use of the term"risk assessment policy"
comes from this report.
7He expressed essentially the same point in his oral presentationat this session of the
PSA 1988.
8The Todhunterformaldehydeassessment endorsedother less protectivechoices, such
as holding to the existence of a thresholdfor carcinogenicityof formaldehyde,discounting benign tumors,and preferringmaximumlikelihood estimates over upperconfidence
level estimates.
9For a discussion of the blacklistingof scientists and "hit lists" at the EPA duringthis
period, see Lash, et. al.,(1984).
10Ido so in "Sociological vs. MetascientificPhilosophies of Risk Assessment".
l1Thesame test would be used were the null hypothesis to assert that A < 0.
12Sincewithin the contextof NP tests parameterA is viewed as fixed, hypothesesabout
it are viewed as eithertrueor false. Thus, since a probabilityis interpretedas a relativefrequency,it makes no sense to assign such hypothesesany probabilitiesotherthan0 or 1.
13Adiscussion of these responses occurs in Mayo (1985).
14Inthe Du Pont study,481 cases of male cancerdeaths among employees between
1957-1959 constitutedthe cases. These were matchedon relevantfactors with controls
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who did not die of cancer.The statisticobserved was the relative odds ratio, the ratio of
the odds of having been exposed to formaldehydeamong cases and controls.For simplicity, I refer here to the risk ratherthanthe relative risk.
15Thedifference between power and severity is thatwhile severity is a function of the
particularobserved differenceDobs,the power is a function of the smallest difference
judged significant by a given test. Let D* be the smallest difference test T+ judges significant. (i.e., D* is the critical boundaryshown in Fig. 1 beyond which the result is taken to
reject H.) Then, power is defined as follows:
Thepower of test T+ against alternativeA = A' equals the probabilityof a difference as
large as D*, given that A = A'.
The severity,in contrast,substitutesDobsin for D*. The advantageof the severity
function, I claim, is thatit affords an understandingthatreflects the difference that has
actually been observed.
16Forfurtherdiscussion of this relationship,see Mayo (1985). Poole (1987).makes
use of what are essentially severity curves in interpretingstatisticalresults. Such curves
are also employed by Kempthorneand Folks (1971).
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